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Abstract 
The problem of finding A-trails in plane Eulerian graphs is &‘P-complete even for 3-connected 
graphs, as shown by the first two authors in an earlier paper. In the present paper, we discuss 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an A-trail in a 2-connected plane Eulerian graph. They 
generalize the result that simple 2-connected outerplane Eulerian graphs always have A-trails; 
we give a polynomial algorithm for finding A-trails in such graphs and show that this algorithm 
also works for certain multigraphs. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Eulerian graphs have been steadily receiving increased interest for several years now 
(as documented in the books [4] by the second author). Part of that interest has been 
directed towards Eulerian trails in plane graphs, and though it is trivial to decide 
whether a graph has an Eulerian trail or not, it has turned out that the problem of 
deciding whether a plane graph has a special (but very natural) kind of such trail, a 
so-called A-trail, is NY-complete (see [l]). One of the purposes of this paper is to 
identify a class of graphs for which this problem has a polynomial algorithm; this is 
shown to hold for outerplane graphs. 
We mainly follow the notation of [4], but give the non-standard and important 
definitions here: 
In general, we are concerned with (finite, undirected) multigraphs without loops. 
When we require that no multiple edges are present, we speak of simple graphs. An 
Eulerian trail of a multigraph is a closed trail using every edge of the multigraph. An 
Eulerian multigraph is a multigraph in which all vertices have even degree. Then it 
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is well known that a multigraph has an Eulerian trail if and only if it consists of an 
Eulerian component plus possibly some isolated vertices. 
A multigraph is planar if it has a representation in the plane; such a representation 
will be called a plane multigraph. It divides the plane into faces, of which exactly 
one is unbounded; this we call the outer face. If all vertices lie on the boundary of 
the outer face, the multigraph is called outerplane. A multigraph having an outerplane 
representation is called outerplanar. It is well known that if B is any face boundary 
of a plane multigraph G, then G has a plane representation where B is the boundary 
of the outer face. Hence, a multigraph is outerplanar if and only if it has a plane 
representation with all vertices on the same face boundary. We note that outerplanarity 
can be decided in linear time in the number of edges of the multigraph [9]. 
Famous theorems due to Kuratowski [6] and to Chartrand and Harary [2] state that 
a multigraph is planar if and only if it contains no subdivision of KS or Ks,s, and 
outerplanar if and only if it contains no subdivision of K4 or K~,J, but we shall not 
use those characterizations here (except possibly if the reader wishes to check that the 
graph of Fig. 8 is, as is claimed, non-outerplanar). 
An A-trail in a plane Eulerian multigraph is an Eulerian trail with the property that 
consecutive edges of the trail, say (Ui_i, vi) and (vi, ni+i), are always neighbours in 
the cyclic ordering of the edges incident with vi defined by the clockwise order in the 
plane representation. A quick argument shows that an Eulerian trail of a 2-connected 
multigraph is an A-trail if and only if any pair of consecutive edges belong to the 
same face boundary. 
We shall use a theorem in which A-trails are represented by the so-called A-partitions 
of the vertices. To define these, we first note the well-known fact that a plane multi- 
graph is 2-face colourable if and only if it is Eulerian. We shall often assume that our 
plane Eulerian multigraphs are endowed with 2-face colourings, the colours being 1 
and 2. Faces of colour 6 will then be called &faces, 6 E { 1,2}. 
Let G be a plane Eulerian multigraph with a 2-face colouring, and suppose there 
exists an A-trail T of G, and that u is a vertex of G with degree d(u) > 2. Then, 
if u is replaced by fd(u) vertices of degree 2, each incident with a distinct pair of 
successive edges of T originally incident with v, and if these vertices are placed in the 
same face of G - u as v such that the resulting graph G, is plane, then for exactly one 
of the two colours, say the colour 6, the number of faces of colour 6 is smaller for G, 
than for G. We say that T induces a d-splitting at u . Let VJ be the set of vertices at 
which T induces a &splitting, 6 E { 1,2}. Then (VI, V2) is the A-partition of V,z(G), 
the vertices of G of degree greater than 2, induced by T. 
Given any plane Eulerian multigraph G, we call any ordered partition (VI, V2) of 
V,z(G) an A-partition if it is the A-partition induced by some A-trail. And an ordered 
partition (VI, V2) of V(G) will be called an A-partition, if its induced partition of 
V,z(G) is an A-partition as just defined. We shall need a theorem characterizing A- 
partitions. For this, we introduce some more terminology. 
In a plane Eulerian multigraph G with a 2-face colouring, let R = {F,, . . , F,,,} be a 
setofm > 1 facesofthesamecolour6~{1,2}.IfthereexistsasetL~={u~,~~~,~,} 
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of m distinct vertices, such that v, belongs to the boundary of both Fi and F,+, for all 
i, 1 d i bm (subscripts modulo m), then we call R a &coloured face-ring, and we call 
LR a complete set of links of R. 
The following result due to the second author first appeared in [3] in a slightly 
different formulation. 
Theorem 1. Let G he a 2-connected plane Eulerian multigraph with a 2-jace colour- 
ing. Then an ordered partition (VI, lfz) of V(G) is an A-partition tf and only iJ 
no complete set of links LR of any &coloured ,face-ring R is contained in V,, 
(5 E {1,2}. 
In [3, 41, Theorem 1 is stated only for multigraphs with minimum degree at least 4, 
but with the above definitions the generalization to multigraphs with vertices of degree 
2 is trivial (a vertex of degree 2 cannot belong to a complete set of links). 
2. R-conditions 
In her Ph.D. Thesis [7], the third author proved that for any simple 2-connected 
outerplane Eulerian graph G with a 2-face colouring, the colour of the outer face F, 
being 1, an ordered partition (VI, VI) of V(G) is an A-partition if and only if the 
boundary of each l-face F # F, contains exactly one vertex from VI. 
We note that, under the assumptions above, no vertex of degree 2 can be on the 
boundary of a l-face F # F, (as G is outerplane, such a vertex would be on the 
boundary of F, as well, and hence, its incident edges would also be on both bound- 
aries, giving two adjacent l-faces). Hence, if a partition (VI, Vz) of V,z(G) is ex- 
tended arbitrarily to V(G), the condition above remains a condition only on vertices 
from V>2(G). 
Below, we extend Regner’s result to multigraphs, and we also show that for simple 
2-connected outerplane Eulerian graphs a vertex partition with the above property can 
always be found in polynomial time, and consequently, such graphs always have A- 
trails; this last fact was also first proved by the third author in [7] by a different 
method. But first we investigate Regner’s regularity condition a little closer. We find 
it convenient to have the following two versions of it: 
Let G be a plane Eulerian multigraph with a 2-face colouring, and let (VI, V2) be 
an ordered partition of the vertices of G. Then (VI, Vz) is said to satisfy the weak R- 
condition, if each l-face of G except one has exactly one vertex of VI on its boundary, 
and unless VI = 0 the exceptional l-face has at least one VI -vertex on its boundary 
(the case VI = 0 can occur if G has only one l-face, for example if G is a cycle). 
And (VI, V2) is said to satisfy the strong R-condition, if all vertices from VI belong 
to the boundary of one l-face Fo, and each other l-face has exactly one VI-vertex on 
its boundary. 
The strong R-condition is stronger than the weak R-condition! 
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Fig. I 
The central work of this paper is the proof and discussion of the following obser- 
vation: 
Theorem 2. For any 2-connected plane Eulerian multigraph G, fan ordered partition 
(VI, Vz) of V(G) satisfies the strong R-condition, then it is an A-partition. 
Proof. Let G be a 2-connected plane Eulerian multigraph, and suppose that (VI, V2) 
is an ordered partition of V(G) satisfying the strong R-condition. Let F,J be the l-face 
containing all vertices of VI. 
We use the characterization theorem, Theorem 1. Let R be a b-coloured face ring, 
6 E { 1,2}, and let L be a complete set of links of R. We must prove that L $ Vd. 
Suppose first that 6 = 1. Then R contains a face F # Fo, and L contains at least two 
vertices belonging to the boundary of F. As (VI, Vz) satisfies the strong R-condition, 
at most one such vertex can belong to VI, so L $ VI. 
Suppose then that 6 = 2. Then there are l-faces both inside and outside R, and 
consequently, if L c Vl, there would be VI-vertices both inside and outside R, separated 
topologically by a closed curve through the 2-faces of R and the Vz-vertices of L, which 
contradicts that all VI-vertices are on the boundary of Fo. Hence L $ V2. 
Theorem 2 follows. 0 
A few comments on Theorem 2 are in order. 
Remark 3. The requirement of 2-connectedness in Theorem 2 is necessary. 
Fig. 1 shows a simple graph without vertices of degree 2 illustrating this. The black 
vertices constitute the set VI of an ordered partition (VI, V2) satisfying the strong R- 
condition, but the partition is not an A-partition (although moving the vertex x from 
VI to V2 would create an A-partition). 
Remark 4. The condition in Theorem 2 that (VI, V2) satisfies the strong R-condition 
cannot be replaced by requiring only the weak R-condition. 
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Fig. 2 
Fig. 3. 
This is illustrated by the graphs of Fig. 2, again with VI consisting of the black 
vertices. Then each l-face has exactly one vertex from VI on its boundary, but the 
ordered partition (Vi, Vz) is not an A-partition in any of the two graphs. The last graph 
is simple and without vertices of degree 2. 
Actually a strengthening of Remark 4 is worth noting: 
Remark 5. That a 2-connected plane Eulerian multigraph has an ordered partition sat- 
isfying the weak R-condition does not imply that it has an A-trail. 
The graphs of Fig. 2 do have A-trails. But the multigraph of Fig. 3 illustrates 
Remark 5. Again, an ordered partition satisfying the weak R-condition is indicated (VI 
consisting of the black vertices), but the graph does not have an A-trail. 
From Fig. 3 we can also construct a simple graph illustrating Remark 5. It is shown 
in Fig. 4. That this graph does not have an A-trail is explained in [4] (the graph of 
Fig. VI.26 there). 
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Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
The graph of Fig. 4 is obtained from that of Fig. 3 by replacing a number of digons 
by the graph HI of Fig. 5. Note, however, that choosing which digons to replace by 
HI is not a trivial matter: if, in Fig. 4, the nethermost digon is replaced rather than the 
one above it, a graph having an A-trail is obtained. For a discussion, see [4]. Fig. 5 
also shows a graph HZ that will be substituted for digons later on; for digons bounding 
a face of colour 1, this is a more “canonical replacement” than HI. We return to this 
when commenting on Fig. 7. 
Remark 6. The converse of Theorem 2 does not hold, nor does the weaker statement 
hold, that a simple 2-connected plane Eulerian graph with an A-trail has some partition 
satisfying the weak R-condition. 
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Fig. 6 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 6 shows a multigraph which is 2-connected, without vertices of degree 2, 
plane and Eulerian, which has an A-trail but which has no partition satisfying the 
weak R-condition (if each l-face is to have at least one vertex of VI on its bound- 
ary, then each “triangle of 1-coloured digons ” has to contain a l-face with two such 
vertices). The A-trail is indicated by its transitions, i.e., the edge-pairs at each ver- 
tex consisting of consecutive edges in the A-trail. By substituting H2 of Fig. 5 for 
the digons bounding l-faces, the simple graph of Fig. 7 with the same properties is 
constructed. 
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Fig. 8. 
In Fig. 6, one of the four parallel edges joining the two rightmost vertices is drawn 
in a seemingly unnatural fashion to submit to the convention that the colour of the 
outer face is 1. 
The graph of Fig. 7 has the same properties as that of Fig. 6, because Hz “behaves 
like a digon” in the following sense: Firstly, if each l-face in it has exactly one vertex 
from Vi on its boundary, then precisely one of the two original digon-vertices belongs 
to V,. Secondly, any A-trail containing two edges of a digon can be modified to pick 
up all edges of HZ instead. 
Finally, in view of the subsequent sections, the following remark should be noted. 
Remark 7. There are non-outerplanar plane graphs satisfying the strong R-condition. 
Fig. 8 shows an example, with the black vertices forming VI of an ordered partition 
(VI, V2) of the vertex set, satisfying the strong R-condition. 
Thus, we have established, in this section, a criterion for A-trails which can be 
applied to a larger class of multigraphs than the outerplanar ones. Fig. 8 is an example 
(the A-trail corresponding to the partition is indicated by its transitions). 
In the next section, however, we concentrate on outerplanar multigraphs. 
3. Outerplane multigraphs 
In outerplane multigraphs, with the colour of the outer face F, being 1, the weak and 
the strong R-condition are clearly equivalent. In addition, there is actually equivalence 
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V(G) is un A-partition if uncl on/}. iJ’ it suti@es thr \zwdc R-condition. 
Fig. 9 shows an example of a simple 2-connected outerplane Eulerian graph with an 
A-partition indicated (black vertices in t/t ). The graph also has an A-partition with C’, 
consisting of a single vertex (namely the one common to all l-faces). 
Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose first that (VI. VI) satisfies the weak R-condition. Then, 
as G is outerplane, (VI, Vl) satisfies the strong R-condition. By Theorem 2, it is an 
A-partition. 
Then assume that (VI, VI) is an A-partition. All vertices, and hence all vertices of 
VI, belong to the boundary of the outer face F, (which is assumed to be of colour 1). 
We must prove that any other l-face has exactly one vertex of VI on its boundary. 
Let FI # F, be an arbitrary such l-face. Then, as G is outerplane, { F1, F, } forms a 
I-coloured face-ring with any pair of vertices on the boundary of F, as a complete set 
of links. Therefore, if the boundary contains two vertices from VI, say u and I’, then 
Lx = {u, 1.) is a complete set of links contained in 1/t. contradicting, by Theorem I, 
that (VI, V,) is an A-partition. So there is at most one vertex of VI on the boundary 
of F,. On the other hand, there must be at least one such vertex, because the faces 
neighbouring F, form a 2-coloured face-ring with the vertices of the boundary of FI as 
a complete set of links. so these cannot all belong to Vz, again by the characterization 
theorem. 0 
The restriction of Theorem 8 to simple graphs is proved in both [7] and [4] (different 
proofs), but the more general proof given here is simpler. 
In the next section we also begin by looking at simple graphs; we present an 
algorithm that constructs, for any simple 2-connected outerplane Eulerian graph. a 
vertex partition satisfying the weak R-condition. Thus, by Theorem 8. we will have 
established: 
Theorem 9. Ecrr~~ simple 2-connected outc~rplunr Euler& graph has an A-twil. 
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Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11 
In the next section we shall strengthen Theorem 9 to include certain outerplane 
multigraphs. 
Remark 10. The assumptions of the graph being simple and 2-connected are both 
necessary in Theorem 9. 
Firstly, with the help of Theorem 8 it is easy to construct 2-connected outerplane 
Eulerian multigraphs which do not have A-trails. Fig. 10 shows an example. Secondly, 
an example of a simple connected outerplanar Eulerian graph without an A-trail is 
given in [4]; it is shown in Fig. 11. 
4. An algorithm for A-trails in simple outerplane Eulerian graphs 
For any plane graph G, the weak dual D”(G) is obtained from the dual graph D(G) 
of G by deleting the vertex foe corresponding to the outer face of G: 
P’(G) = D(G) - foe. 
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We need the following result by Fleischner, Geller and Harary [5]: 
Lemma 11. If G is u 2-connected outerplune multi,qraph, then Dw(G) is a tree. 
The algorithm under discussion in this section is outlined in [4]. We finish this paper 
by presenting it, and by pointing out that it sometimes will work on multigraphs as 
well. 
Algorithm 12. Let G be a simple 2-connected outerplane Eulerian graph. Let G be 2- 
face coloured such that the outer face F, has colour 1. Let T = D”(G) with V(T) = 
WI U WI, where WI consists of those vertices corresponding to faces of colour 1, W, 
consisting of the vertices corresponding to faces of colour 2. Note that all end-vertices 
of T belong to W2. The algorithm proceeds by successively forming 1/l in such a 
way that each l-face F # F, has at most one boundary vertex in VI, and, when 
the algorithm stops, each such F has exactly one boundary vertex in VI ; when the 
algorithm ascribes a boundary vertex of a face F to VI, the corresponding vertex of 
WI is marked. For each vertex w of T, let F,, be the face of G corresponding to \v. 
Let VI = G1. 
1. !f’ WI = 0, go to step 6. 
2. Choose a vertex wo E WI und give each edge of T an orientation so that it is 
directed away from the end-vertex closest to w() (T becomes an out-tree with root 
WO). Mark wg. 
3. Choose a vertex VI on the boundary of F%,,, let VI E VI. Mark all other w’ E WI 
for which ~3, is on the boundary of F,,.J. 
4. Choose an unmarked vertex w E WI with the property that all vertices ( # w ) 
,from WI on the path from w, to w in T have been marked already. Murk w. [f 
no such ~1 exists, go to step 6. 
5. Let c be a vertex on the boundary of F,v with the property that no other w’ E WI 
,for which v is on the boundary of F,,,? has been marked yet. Mark all such vertices 
w’. Let v E VI. Go to step 3. 
6. Let V2 = V(G)\ V,. 
Then (VI, Vl) is un A-partition. 
Proof that Algorithm 12 works. If the algorithm stops in the first step, G is a cycle, 
and (0, V(G)) is an A-partition. 
The following property of the marked vertices of WI is invariant throughout the 
algorithm, after the marking of WO: 
If w has been marked, then all vertices from WI 
on the path from wo to w in T have been marked. 
(*) 
This is clearly true when only wg has been marked, and if a vertex w’ is marked 
in step 3, then all WI-vertices on the path from wo to w’ must be marked at the 
same time, as their face boundaries must contain VI. Similarly for the marking in 
step 5. 
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It follows from (*) that if there are unmarked vertices in wi, then the vertex w 
required in step 4 exists. 
The vertex v required in step 5 exists for the following reason: Let e, be the edge 
of T directed into w, and let e = utu2 be the corresponding edge of G. Then e divides 
the compact set R2 \ F, into a w-side an a wa-side, since G is outerplanar. By (Ir), 
no vertex of T on the w-side other than w itself has been marked, and no vertex of 
G on the w-side belongs to VI. Since G is simple, there is a vertex on the boundary 
of F, on the w-side; any such vertex can be v. 
It is clear that the algorithm will stop, and that when this happens, all vertices of 
Wt will be marked. By steps 2-5, VI will then contain exactly one vertex from each 
l-face. By Theorem 8, (VI, V2) is then an A-partition of V(G). 
An A-trail of G can then be constructed by performing a &splitting at each vertex 
of v,, 6 E {1,2}. q 
If Algoritm 12 is performed on a multigraph, it will either produce an A-partition, 
or it will stop in step 5, unable to find the required vertex v. It has then detected 
a multiple edge. The algorithm can now be rerun with wg corresponding to the face 
bounded by the digon, which will now not be an obstacle. Combining this observation 
with the fact that digons bounding 2-faces cause no problems, we actually have the 
following strengthening of Theorem 9. 
Corollary 13. Every 2-connected outerplane Eulerian multigraph with at most one 
digon bounding a face of the same colour as the outer face has an A-trail. 
Theorem 14. Algorithm 12 is polynomial in the number of edges of G. 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
5. Final remarks 
A backtracking algorithm for testing any 2-connected plane Eulerian multigraph G 
for the existence of an A-trail, and for finding one if it exists, is described in [4]. It 
is organized as a search for an A-partition of the vertices of G. The outer face of G 
is supposed to be of colour 1, and the algorithm proceeds by forming a sequence of 
graphs obtained from G by successively performing I-splittings at vertices v on the 
boundary of the outer face (corresponding to v being in VI). Thus, in a sense, each 
graph becomes more outerplanar than the one before. However, 2-connectedness is 
usually lost in the process, and it becomes important to keep track on the cut-vertices 
of the graph; unless a cut-vertex belongs to exactly one block having edges in common 
with the boundary of the outer face, it certainly should not be in VI (a l-splitting would 
disconnect the graph). These vertices are then marked (corresponding to being in V2). 
When there are no unmarked vertices on the boundary of the outer face, the graph 
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has an A-trail if and only if it is outerplanar and has all edges on the boundary of 
the outer face. If it does not have an A-trail, one of the l-splittings must be undone 
(hence the backtracking). 
The above algorithm is clearly not polynomial; it is just a well-considered depth-first 
search for Vi. In an Eulerian triangulation of the plane, it amounts to looking for a 
Hamiltonian cycle in the dual graph, and can be transformed into an algorithm for 
Hamiltonian cycles in bipartite cubic plane graphs. 
There are other links with Hamiltonian cycles and the results of this paper. In fact, 
we have (see also [4, 71): 
Corollary 15. If G is a simple plane Eulerian graph with a Hamiltonian cycle H 
such that consecutive edges of H are always neighbours in the cyclic ordering of the 
edges incident with their common end-vertex dejined by the clockwise order, then G 
has an A-trail. 
Proof. The Hamiltonian cycle H defines a closed curve in the plane. Let G1 consist 
of H and every edge of G inside the closed curve. Clearly, Gi is simple because 
G is, 2-connected because H is, outerplane by its definition, and Eulerian because it 
contains either two or all edges of G incident with any vertex. By Theorem 9, G1 has 
an A-trail. Let G2 be the graph consisting of H and all edges of G outside the closed 
curve. By the same reasoning, GZ has an A-trail, and since each vertex has degree 2 
in at least one G1 and Gz, it is easy to combine the two A-trails into an A-trail of 
G: Let Tz be an A-trail of Gz; deleting the edges of H from T2, a collection S of 
subtrails is obtained, partitioning the remaining edges of Gz. Now, take an A-trail T1 
of G1, and for each vertex v which is an end-vertex of a proper subtrail from S (i.e., 
one with edges), “hook” onto Ti the subtrail beginnning and finishing at c. 0 
Corollary 16. If G is a simple plane Eulerian graph and H is given as in Corol- 
lary 15, then an A-trail of G can be found in polynomial time in the number qf 
edges of G. 
Proof. Combine Algorithm 12, Theorem 14 and the proof of Corollary 15. 0 
Clearly, the above corollaries can be generalized by taking into account Corollary 13. 
It is, of course, important for the polynomial behaviour of the algorithm to which 
Corollary 16 refers that the Hamiltonian cycle H be given. If, however, G is an Eulerian 
triangulation of the plane, it is actually not difficult to look for such a Hamiltonian 
cycle, because two consecutive edges on such a cycle would determine it completely 
(it is forced to be a left-right path (cycle)). 
The construction of [l] showing the &^P-completeness of finding A-trails in 3- 
connected plane Eulerian graphs is based on the (MY-complete) problem of finding 
Hamiltonian cycles in 3-connected cubic plane graphs; the graphs constructed have 
many separating triangles. It may be that every simple 4-connected plane Eulerian 
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graph has an A-trail. Since every simple 4-connected planar graph is Hamiltonian 
(Tutte [S]), Corollary 15 may be taken as a very slight bit of evidence for the truth 
of this conjecture [4]: 
Conjecture 17. Every simple I-connected plane Eulerian graph has an A-trail. 
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